High-Resolution Nanoparticle Sizing with Maximum A Posteriori Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis.
The rapid and efficient characterization of polydisperse nanoparticle dispersions remains a challenge within nanotechnology and biopharmaceuticals. Current methods for particle sizing, such as dynamic light scattering, analytical ultracentrifugation, and field-flow fractionation, can suffer from a combination of statistical biases, difficult sample preparation, insufficient sampling, and ill-posed data analysis. As an alternative, we introduce a Bayesian method that we call maximum a posteriori nanoparticle tracking analysis (MApNTA) for estimating the size distributions of nanoparticle samples from high-throughput single-particle tracking experiments. We derive unbiased statistical models for two observable quantities in a typical nanoparticle trajectory-the mean square displacement and the trajectory length-as a function of the particle size and calculate size distributions using maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation with cross validation to mildly regularize solutions. We show that this approach infers nanoparticle size distributions with high resolution by performing extensive Brownian dynamics simulations and experiments with mono- and polydisperse solutions of gold nanoparticles as well as single-walled carbon nanotubes. We further demonstrate particular utility for characterizing minority components and impurity populations and highlight this ability with the identification of an impurity in a commercially produced gold nanoparticle sample. Modern algorithms such as MApNTA should find widespread use in the routine characterization of complex nanoparticle dispersions, allowing for significant advances in nanoparticle synthesis, separation, and functionalization.